Hybridization and gene flow between species appears to be common. Even though it is clear that 19 hybridization is widespread across all surveyed taxonomic groups, the magnitude and 20 consequences of introgression are still largely unknown. Thus it is crucial to develop the 21 statistical machinery required to uncover which genomic regions have recently acquired 22 haplotypes via introgression from a sister population. We developed a novel machine learning 23 framework, called FILET (Finding Introgressed Loci via Extra-Trees) capable of revealing 24 genomic introgression with far greater power than competing methods. FILET works by 25 combining information from a number of population genetic summary statistics, including 26 several new statistics that we introduce, that capture patterns of variation across two populations. 27 We show that FILET is able to identify loci that have experienced gene flow between related 28 species with high accuracy, and in most situations can correctly infer which population was the 29 donor and which was the recipient. Here we describe a data set of outbred diploid Drosophila 30 sechellia genomes, and combine them with data from D. simulans to examine recent 31 introgression between these species using FILET. Although we find that these populations may 32 have split more recently than previously appreciated, FILET confirms that there has indeed been 33 appreciable recent introgression (some of which might have been adaptive) between these 34 species, and reveals that this gene flow is primarily in the direction of D. simulans to D. 35 sechellia. 36 37 38 39 40 2 AUTHOR SUMMARY 41 42
INTRODUCTION
variation, we adopted the approach of drawing the mutation rate from a wide range of values 255 when generating training examples to train FILET to classify data from our Drosophila samples 256 (see below). All code necessary to run the FILET classifier (including calculating summary 257 statistics on both simulated and real data sets, training, and classification) along with the full 258 results of our application to D. simulans and D. sechellia (described below) are available at 259 https://github.com/kern-lab/FILET/.
261
Simulated test scenarios 262 263 Following Rosenzweig et al. [52] , we used the coalescent simulator msmove values for both directions of gene flow, yielding 10 4 simulations in total for both of these classes, 280 conditioning that each of these instances must have contained at least one migrant lineage.
281
Finally, we simulated an equivalent number of samples without introgression, yielding a 282 balanced training set (10 4 examples for each class).
283
Next, we computed feature vectors as described above for each of these training 284 examples, and proceeded with training our Extra-Trees classifiers by conducting a grid search of 285 all training parameters precisely as described in Schrider and Kern [54] , and setting the number 286 of trees in the resulting ensemble to 100. All training and classification with the Extra-Trees 287 classifier was performed using the scikit-learn Python library (http://scikit-learn.org; [84]). We 288 also calculated feature importance and rankings thereof by training an Extra-Trees classifier of 289 500 decision trees on the same training data (using scikit-learn's defaults for all other learning 290 parameters), and then using this classifier's "feature_importances_" attribute. Briefly, this 291 feature importance score is the average reduction in Gini impurity contributed by a feature across 292 all trees in the forest, always weighted by the probability of any given data instance reaching the 293 feature's node as estimated on the training data [85]; this measure thus captures both how well a feature separates data into different classes and how often the feature is given the opportunity to 295 split (i.e. how often it is visited in the forest). The values of these scores are then normalized 296 across all features such that they sum to one.
297
For each T D , we evaluated the appropriate classifier against a larger set of 10 4 simulations 298 generated for each parameter combination along a grid of values of T M and P M . The values of P M 299 were drawn from the same set as those in training as described above, while one additional 300 possible value of T M was included: 0.001×T D . Also note that for these simulations we did not 301 require at least one migrant lineage as we had done for training (information that is recorded by 302 msmove). For test simulations with bidirectional migration, we did not require each replicate ancestral haplotypes, allowing for differences caused by mutation and the potential for changes 338 in ancestry at recombination breakpoints. Such an approach can thus be used to predict the 339 ancestry of each individual at each polymorphism-these predictions are referred to as 340 "paintings" by ChromoPainter. To this end we repeated our simulations above but increased the 341 size of the chromosomal segments to 1 Mb by increasing θ and ρ to 5000 and 25000. In these 342 simulations only gene flow from population 2 to population 1 was allowed, and we modified 343 msmove to record the coordinates of introgressed segments, and to restrict introgression events 344 to those involving segments falling entirely within the central 100 kb of the chromosome. For 345 each combination of T M and P M we generated 10 replicate simulations, including 10 replicates 346 without introgression. 347 We ran ChromoPainter with the following parameters: the "-a 0 0" switch to model each 348 individual haplotype as a mosaic of each other individual rather than using a set of predefined 349 reference haplotypes, "-i 10" and "-ip" options to estimate copying proportions over 10 350 Expectation-Maximization (EM) iterations, and the default "-s 10" switch to stochastically draw 351 10 chromosome paintings for each individual from the HMM following EM. We then used the 352 output from ChromoPainter to predict introgressed chromosomal segments as follows:
353
For each polymorphism, we examine each haplotype i among our n haplotypes, and 354 record which of the other n-1 haplotypes serves as the best ancestor for i in each of our 10 355 paintings. We then examine each individual in population 2 (the recipient population), and count 356 the number of paintings for which the ancestral haplotype is from population 1. If this number is 357 > 5 (i.e. a majority) for any of our individuals in population 2, then we consider this focal 358 polymorphism to be introgressed. If two adjacent polymorphisms are predicted to be 359 introgressed, all sites between them are also considered to be introgressed. If only 1 360 polymorphism is predicted, then just that one site is considered introgressed. We also produced a 361 more stringent version of these predictions by only retaining introgressed segments consisting of 362 at least 25 consecutive introgressed polymorphisms. Note that ChromoPainter requires base pair 363 positions, and msmove uses an infinite sites model where polymorphisms are located in a 364 continuous space between zero and one. Thus in order to perform this analysis we had to map 365 msmove's continuous locations to physical locations, which we accomplished by multiplying by 366 10 6 and rounding to the nearest available position. 367 We compared ChromoPainter to a sliding-window application of FILET's classifier for 368 10 kb windows (with 1 kb step sizes). We also produced finer-scale FILET predictions using a 1 369 kb classifier (with 100 bp step sizes) to refine predictions made by the 10 kb classifier: only 370 sliding windows predicted as introgressed by the 1 kb classifier and lying within introgressed 371 segments predicted by the 10 kb classifier were retained as candidates by this version. For the 372 refinement step, FILET's posterior probability cutoff for introgression was relaxed to 0.5 (i.e. 373 introgression more probable than not); a more lenient cutoff is appropriate here because this classifier was only applied within regions already predicted to be introgressed by the 10 kb performed separately for our D. simulans and D. sechellia data, and for each of step in the pipeline outlined above we used default parameters unless otherwise noted. In order to remove 415 potentially erroneous genotypes (at either polymorphic or invariant sites), we considered 416 genotypes as missing data if they had a quality score lower than 20, or were heterozygous in D. 417 simulans. After throwing out low-confidence genotypes, we masked all sites in the genome 418 missing genotypes for more than 10% of individuals in either species' population sample, as well 419 as those lying within repetitive elements as predicted by RepeatMasker 420 (http://www.repeatmasker.org). Only SNP calls were included in our downstream analyses (i.e. 421 indels of any size were ignored). These phased and masked data are available at 422 https://zenodo.org/record/1166021.
424
Demographic inference 425 426 Having obtained genotype data for our two population samples, we used a i [95] to model their Methods designed to uncover changes in ancestry along a recombining chromosome within 586 admixed populations can also be used to recover introgressed regions. To this end we used 587 ChromoPainter [46] which has the advantage of not requiring a set of "reference haplotypes" 588 known to be free of introgression from each population, and can instead predict for each 589 haplotype, which of all the other haplotypes in the sample (from either population) is most 590 closely related. We simulated two-population samples for 1 Mb chromosomes where 591 introgression from population 2 to population 1 was allowed in the central 100 kb window, and 592 used ChromoPainter to identify introgressed loci (see Methods). We then ran FILET on these 593 simulations, this time using a sliding-window approach to detect introgressed segments 594 (Methods).
595 Figure 2 shows that FILET has substantially higher sensitivity than ChromoPainter-596 summing across the entire parameter space (including many scenarios where introgression is 597 quite difficult to detect) FILET recovered 27.7% of introgressed base pairs compared to 19.4% 598 for ChromoPainter-while having a roughly 20-fold lower false positive rate (0.42% for FILET 599 versus 9.31% for ChromoPainter). For scenarios with more ancient and less intense 600 introgression, we did observe somewhat higher sensitivity in ChromoPainter's predictions.
601
However, this seems to be driven largely by ChromoPainter's propensity to identify a larger 602 fraction of base pairs as introgressed regardless of their true ancestry, as evidenced by its higher 603 false positive rate. To demonstrate this further we show for the positive predictive value (the 604 number of base pairs correctly predicted to be introgressed divided by the total number of base 605 pairs predicted to be introgressed) for each method in S8 Fig. This figure shows that FILET's 606 positive predictive is consistently far higher than ChromoPainter's. We sought to improve this by 607 adopting a more stringent threshold for ChromoPainter's predictions, requiring at least 25 608 adjacent polymorphisms to be called introgressed in order to retain the candidate region. This 609 approach did succeed at reducing the false positive rate to 1.15%, though this is still substantially 610 higher than FILET's, but this improvement came at the cost of ChromoPainter's sensitivity, 611 which was reduced to 8.6%, roughly one-third that of FILET (Figure 2 and S8 Fig) . We also 612 tried an intermediate threshold (5 polymorphisms), but did not observe a substantial increase in 613 specificity compared to our initial more lenient approach (8.49% false positive rate). Thus, while we cannot rule out that it may be possible to devise a method to leverage ChromoPainter's model 615 to predict introgression that exceeds the performance of our application of ChromoPainter here, 616 our results suggest that it is unlikely that such an approach would eclipse the performance of 617 FILET. We note that ChromoPainter does have the advantage of not requiring simulated training 618 data. ChromoPainter also has the potential to identify donor and recipient haplotypes, which 619 FILET currently does not, but the far greater power of FILET demonstrated above will make it 620 preferable to many researchers who are interested in identifying introgressed regions. Moreover 621 our above results imply that predictions of the span and origin of introgressed haplotypes made 622 directly from ChromoPainter's output may not always be particularly reliable.
623
It is important to note that in the above simulations many introgressed regions will be 624 considerably smaller than our 10 kb window size. This fact, combined with our use of accuracy 625 measurements counting the number of individual base pairs correctly classified, makes the 626 results presented above useful for evaluating FILET's resolution and the impact of window size 627 on our predictions. By these measures FILET outperforms ChromoPainter, which does not use 628 windows and is only limited in scale by the density of polymorphisms. This suggests that when 629 using sliding windows FILET is able to achieve adequate resolution regardless of its use of a 630 predefined window size. Nonetheless we sought to improve our resolution further by using a 631 finer-scale FILET classifier trained on 1 kb windows as described above to refine the location of 632 putatively introgressed regions identified by the 10 kb classifier (see Methods). While this did niche size of D. sechellia, such that any alleles which may introgress into D. simulans and lead to 815 preference for or resistance to Morinda fruit may prove deleterious in other environments. More 816 generally, D. sechellia haplotypes introgressing into D. simulans may harbor more deleterious 817 alleles due to their smaller population size, which will be more effectively purged in the larger D. 818 simulans population if mutations are not fully recessive [28] . Tests of these hypotheses will have 819 to wait for a population sample of genomes from D. simulans collected in the Seychelles. 820 We asked whether our candidate introgressed loci were enriched for particular GO terms 821 using a permutation test (Materials and Methods), finding no such enrichment. We did observe a 822 deficit in the number of genes either partially overlapping or contained entirely within 823 introgressed regions in our true set versus the permuted set; although a paucity of introgressed 824 genes would be consistent with introgressed functional sequence often being deleterious, this 825 difference was not significant (297 vs. 373.2, respectively; P=0.083; one-sided permutation test).
826
One notable introgressed region on 3R that FILET identified had been previously found Figure 4 ) is in the lower 5% tail of both d min (consistent with introgression) and 834 π sech (consistent with a sweep in sechellia); this is the only window in the genome that is in the 835 lower 5% tail for both of these statistics. This region contains two ionotropic glutamate 836 receptors, CG3822 and Ir93a, which may be involved in chemosensing among other functions 837 [120], and the latter of which appears to play a role in resistance to entomopathogenic fungi 
